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Introduction 

f EXPLAINING CHANGES IN POVERTY: 
SOME METHODOLOGY AND ITS APPLICATION TO 

MEXICO 

The first years of the 19905 have seen a revival in the interest on the relationship 

between economic growth, inequality and poverty, and on the ways in which the benefits of 

development are shared among a population' . One of the main reasons for this renewed 

interest is that it has been recognized in several empirical Sl\ldies' that despite the positive 

growth rates registered for long periods of time, poverty in the developing world and even 

in some developed countries, has not decreased consistently as expected. The topic has 

become even more relevant since the widespread implementation of economic Liberalization 

and macroeconomic stabilization programmes, as these measures usually involve intensive 

resource reallocation processes that might affect the poor negatively, even in the context of 

positive growth. 

One of the Issues that arise when exploring the relationship between poverty, 

inequality and economic growth, is that it is quite difficult to disentangle the transmission 

mechanisms involved in a change in poverty, which in turn makes it diftlcult to determine 

if the specific development pattern followed by a country, is generating costs or benefits for 

the poor. Furthermore, although throughout the litcrature some ways of exploring the cause 

of a change in poverty have already been suggested, they either constitute rather limited tools 

for policy evaluation and design, or impose large data requirements that limit their 

applicability. 

The purpose of this work, is to find ways of extracting additional information from 

standard poverty measurement techniqucs, to improve the undcrstanding of what causes a 

change in poverty. The central theoretical argument we develop, is that by classifying the 

population into subgroups according to certain identifiable characteristic, it is possible to 

decompose a change in poverty into the effect of: (i) economic growth, (ii) population sh ifts 

I Some recent ex""'ptes arc the work, hy D"lt and Ravallio" (1992), Galor "nu Zeir" (1993). Kakwani 
(1993), Per.son and Tahellini (1 994). AlesinH and Rodrik (1994). and Ravallion (1995). 

2 Lipton and RavRllion (1995) provide a I'UTVt:y of :';OI11I:!. ur the. main works on the suhject. 
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across subgroups, (iii) income redistributions between groups, (iv) within-group 

redistributions, and (v) a residual. By these means, we claim that the effects of specific 

policies and external shocks can be traced down to eaeh of the above components, and that 

this considerably simplifies the task of explaining the change. 

Apart from developing some mcthodology, we will illustrate its usefulness by lIsing 

data from Mexico. This country offers a rather uncommon advantage for explaining changes 

in poverty in the long run, as a series of nine household surveys spanning over 42 years 

(from 1950 to 1992) is available. An additiunal element of interest is that by using this data, 

we generate the first consistent series of poverty estimates for the counlry for Ole whole 

period. 

The work consists of three sections. Section I engages in the discussion of how to 

identify the causes of a change in poverty from the theoretical stand point. Section II adds 

to the discussion of the relation between growth. inequality and poverty, by applying the 

method to Mexican data. Section III draws the conclusions . 
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I. Explaining Changes in Povelty 

During the past 20 years. the literature concerned with the measuremcnt of poverty 

1i<L~ evolved signi fic:antly , anu a larg~ IIlllll1>er of I>ovclly inue~e~ havc bt.:ell !>uggeslt.:d'. Evcn 

though most of the indexes are helpful for quantifying the magnitude of a change in poverty 

through time, one of the issues that arises in their application is that they constitute rather 

limited tools when searching for the causes of such a change. 1n this section we intend to 

show that it is possible to extract additional information from somc of the indexes. and that 

this may help to understand the nature of a change in puverty. 

Before engaging intu the discussion it ll1ust first he said that Ilroadly speaking. poverty 

in any population depends on the amount of resources available in the economy, and on the 

ways in which such resources are distributed. Thus, in general terms any puverty index P, 

can be expressed in the following generic form: 

(I) 
P P(z,J.L',L'1 

where z is the poverty line, L" represents the porameters that. fully describe the characteristic 

Lorenz curve of a population (which includes the relevant infurmation about the distribution 

of resources) , and /1' is the average value of the variable chosen as welfare indicatur (which 

we can call income for simplification purposes). 

From all the indexes included in P, we will follow the literature and restrict our 

attention to the widely used family of "distributioll~ry-sensitive" poverty indexes suggested 

by Foster et.al. (1984) (denoted P~), which have several desirable properties that have 

enhanced their usefulness in applied work' . These indexes can be expressed as : 

J Atkinson (1987) Itnd Rav~lIion (1994) prnviLlt:. a li l>t of the mil!>! ClllTiinOn l'Ile,,!'ures. 

4 One of Ihe anost at(ntc ti \l~ propltrlic!' or the P" f~ll1ily is (h.lt it includes the heaucounl miio H (the 
proportion of poor in it population) and the poverty gap !-II (the average distance from the incomes of the poor 
(0 the poverty lin~ (I) weighh:'.u hy If) as spltciltl cases when a ~O and 0 = / respectively, and th.,t they allow 
to incorporate information un the llistrihution of incol11~ among the poor hy setting a = 2. 
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(2) 

where N is the sizc of the population, 11 is the number of poor, YI represents the income level 

of individual i for all YI < Z, and Ci is a parameter indicating the relative importance attached 

to the incomes of the poorest of the poor. 

1.2 Standard Approaches to Tackle the PI'oblem 

Through out the literature on the measurement of poverty, it is possible to identify 

three different approaches to explore the causes of a change in P" in more detail. The first 

of them focuses on the principle in (I) which shows that given the value of z, any change in 

P can be traced up to shifts in either C or 1'- , Datt and Ravallion (1992) and Kakwani (1993) 

have followed this approach, and have provided formulae to decompose a change in poverty 

into a growth and a redistribution component, that isolate the impact of changes in either IJ.

or C, respectively, on Po' 

The second alternative has developed from the fact that, as proved by Foster and 

Shorrocks (1991), given some characteristic 7r (e.g . education, occupation, age, gender, 

geographic location, etc. ), by which the population can be classified into subgroups, Po can 

be expressed as: 

(3) k 

p. = L:fi/lI )p/,.(Z,I-L/lI),Lj (lI)] 
j =l 

where .fJi7r) = N;(7r) /N is the populatiun weight of sub-group j, Pl." is the poverty level 

registered in sub-group j, IJ.j and Lj represent the average income and inequality level within 

j, and k is the number of mutually exclusive subgroups defined by characteristic 7r. Thus, by 

classifying the population into subgroups, any change in overall poverty from this perspective 

can be traced up to shifts in either II; or p;.n (a "population shift effect" and a "poverty 
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effect", respectively)-'. 

A third approach has consisted on using regression analysis to identify some of the 

causes of a change in poverty . This mcthod uses the val ue of some 01 thc mcmbcrs 01 the 

p. indexes as endogenous variables, and then incorporates a series of indicators such as 

economic growth , infrastructure provision, income redistributions, sectoral growlh, and a 

series of socioeconomic characteristics of the population, as explanatory variables'. 

Even though the first and second of the above approaches generate useful information 

for identifying the causes of a change in poverty through time, we will show that if they are 

applied indepcndcntly as has been done in the literature, their potential as policy tools is 

limited . With regards to the Ihird approach, we will argue that the combination of the two 

principles just mentioned can be used to genemte a statistic analogous to the R2 in regression 

analysis, although in this case it is obtained avoiding the complications and large data 

requirements inherent in the construclion and testing of econometric models. 

1.2 Combining the Two Approaches 

As alreaoy explaineo, one of the IllOst straight forwaro ways of analyzing the reasons 

why P~ changes, consists first on classifying the population into subgroups according to 

certain identifiable characteristic "IT, and then simply quantifying the effect that a shift in 

either j3J or PJ .• in equation (3), has had on p ... This can be done by departing from the 

definition of a change in poverty from period t to period t+J;: 

(4) k 

p •. (I.g) - Pol= "L,j3j,(t •. g,rJ,tt'(I ' .~) 
j =1 

k 

- "L, fJj.tllJ.tt ,(I) 
) =1 

j This approach has been followed by Hul'pi and Rovollion (1991), Ravallion Rnd Huppi (1991). and 
Ravatlion (1994). 

'Some recent examples ofthi. growing lileralure, .re Ihe works hy Kokwani and S"hbaroo (1993) Ravallion 
and Dolt (1995a), Ravallion and Dati (1995h). Rovollion (1995), and Dati and Rov.lIion (1995). 
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which after some manipulation can be expressed as: 

(5) k 

p •. (t.g) - p.,t ~ L PJ.«.(t .g)(ftj,(t.g) -ftj.(t) 
j~ l 

k 

+ LftJ.(I)(Pj ••• (t·8) -Pl .•. (t» 
j~ l 

The tirst term on the right hand side of (5) represents the contribution of population shifts 

from one subgroup to another to the change in p, .• while the second includes the effect of 

changes in the poverty level within eachi' . Although the formulae takes aggregation weights 

of different time periods for A and ~,." these weights can be switched around with no 

implication but, as argued by Mokherjee and Shorrocks (1982) (who have applied a similar 

procedure to the decomposition of incquality by population subgroups), it is also appropriate 

to use the average between the base and final period. Thus, if we define 

P\. = (l';.n ,(1) + Pj ."J,+g)12 and .P+j= ({.'J.rtJ +.fJj.(,+,)12, wc can cxpress the change in total poverty 

as : 

(6) k 

~ L P'i •• Aft, 
i ", 1 

k 

+ Lft',APj •• 

j~ L 

where della denotes a change in time, and (6) yiclds an exact decomposition . By using the 

first term 011 the right hand side of (6) we can define: 

k 
(7) " p' , AJ3) L-t ,.« 

= j=l C (11') 
" p •. lt) 

which could bc labeled the "population shift" effect on p •. By computing the value of this 

1 In contrast to the procedure .uggeste<.l hy Ravonion and JIllppi (1991). who address the .ame issue. 
equation (5) does not inclUde a "joint effect" and thlls. yields an exact dec(Jmposition. 
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statistic, we would obtain the proportion in which poverty would have been modified if the 

only change registered between' and t +R were the population shirts observed among the 

subgroups. Sinularly: 

(8) 
k 

LF/J·PI .• 
C (It) - ,--i =_1 _ _ _ 

P p •. / 

would represent the "poverty" effect, which identifies the proportion in which PA would have 

been modified if the only change between periods' and 1+ R were those in the poverty index 

of the subgroups, while each of the.fI/s remained unaltered. Therefore, given a change in 

poverty, equations (7) and (8) provide formulae to compute each of the (;, and Cp effects 

separately . 

Although the information provided by (7) and (8) is useful, we should recall the fact 

that as indicated by equation (I), a change ill poverty can also be caused either by 

redistributions of income, or by a change in the average income of the population; therefore, 

it seems that some additional information can still be extracted from the Cp term above. In 

order to do so, it would be necessary to oelermine the exact influence that changes in each 

of the Lj and fL) terms, have on Pj,o, and thus on P". Datt and Ravallion (1992) have already 

suggested a method to assess the impact of changes in either fL' or C, on Po lhat could be 

used for these pll rposes·. 

The methodology, by Datt and Ravallion (1992) consists of decomposing a change in 

Po by: 

(9) 
P',(/'K) - p." ; G(t,t+g) + D(t,t+g) + E(t,t+g) 

II Kakwani (1993) has also sugge."ted a procedure based on th~ .... ame princ iple. However. Kakwani's method 
is designed for cases in which information .bout the exacl pallem of Iransfers by which the distribution of 
income changes. is unknown. whi le the one hy Dall and Ravalli"n uoes incorporate inforn.1tioo on the exact 
parameters of the Lorenz cUrve at difrerenl poinls in time. which makes it preferahle. 
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",here the first term on the right h~1H1 side or (9) can be ~lIed the "growth effect" (an 

ndicator of the influence that economic growth has had on a change in poverty between 

)eriods 1 and I+g), and the second term ~n be called the "redistribution" component of a 

:hange in poverty (that isolates the impact of changes in income distribution on P J. The last 

erm is a residual. 

The calculation of G(I,I+g) in (9) consists on comparing the original poverty level 

po . /) with the poverty that would have been observed if income distribution had remained 

:onstant, while average income changed between 1 and I+!i as it actually did. Thus, the value 

)f this term can be obtained by estimating both, the original poverty level Po(z,,,,',,L',) , as 

veil as the value of the poverty index by using the parameters in L'" hut evaluating the 

'unction at", '1+, instead of at ",'" which is expressed as P",,(z''''·'''8,,L'J. Therefore, G(/,/ + 8) 

:ould be computed by: 

(10) 

vhere the second term in the right hand side of (10) is simply obtained through the 

Ipplication of equation (2), while the value of the first can be computed by using the 

'ormulae suggested by Datt and Ravallion (1992). 

Similarly, the D(/,/+g) term in (9) is obtained by comparing po . / with thc value of 

he poverty index obtained if the mean income had remained constant between 1 and I+g, 

\lhiJe the Lorenz curve shifted as it actually did. In other words, this component is computed 

,y comparing Po" with the poverty index estil1lated by using ",'" but evaluating the function 

It the parameters of L'l+g ralher than of C" which can be represented as pI',,(z,,,,',,l:(H8/ 

rheref'ore, the distributionary component of a change in poverty is given by: 

(11) 

vhere the value of the first term in (11) can also be obtained by applying the formulae 
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suggested by Qatt and RavaliiotJ. Regarding the residual, this component is calculated as the 

difference between the growth (redistribution) components evaluated at the terminal and 

initial Lorenl curves (m<;;an im:olll"s) respect ively. 

As poverty can also be expressed as a weighted sum of subgroup poverty indexes, we 

could use the above principle to decompose a change in poverty within e.1ch subgroup, into 

a growth and a redistribution component. Therefore, we can suggest a different way of 

expressing the C/. effect in equation (8), by rewriting it as: 

(12) 

where GJ7r,I,I+g) would asses the effect of changes in the average income ofj over Fj.~ . " 

Dl7r,l,l+g) includes the effect of changes in inequality within each subgroup over Fj.~." and 

E;(7r ,t,1 + g) is the residual. By llsing obvious notation, the first term in the right hand side 

of (12) would thus be computed by comparing the value of the observed Fj .... with the 

hypothetical P'J.~(z,!J.j'("'I,Lj.J, while the second would be obtained by comparing Fj.~ .. with 

P"j."(z,!J.j.,,Lj .o+,)' Therefore, the combination of equations (6) and (12) implies that a change 

in p~ can be traced down either to population shi fts, to changes in the average income of a 

subgroup, or to income redistributions within certain j. 

1.3 Accounting for the "Within-Group" Effect 

In principle, it could be thought that the weighted sum of the Dl7r.I,l+g) terIllS in 

(12) would indicate the influence that a change in overall inequality, would have on p •. 

However, as indicated by Cowell and Jenkins (1995), when a population is divided into 

subgroups, total inequality (f) arises not only from the weighted sum of the inequalities 

within eaeh subgroup (the "within-group" component, denoted Iw), but also from the 

inequalities arising from the differences between the subgroup mean incomes (the "between

group" element of inequality , denoted I,,), in such a way that/ = lw+Jn. Given a partition '/r, 

the fw component indicates the extent by which inequality would be reduced if the differences 
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lithin the subgroups were eliminated, and it is interpreted as the amount of inequality that 

an be attributed to characteristics other than 7r. Similarly, the "between-group" component 

, indicates the extent by which InequalIty would decline it the differences between the mean 

lcomes of the subgroups disappeared, and so it is interpreted as the amount of inequality 

accounted for" or "explained" by partition 7r. 

In this context, it is evident that any shift in C that affects poverty, can be originated 

ither by a redistribution within or between the subgroups defined by 7r. Therefore, if by 

sing the Dl7r,I,I + p,) terms above we define: 

(13) k 

W(",t,t+g) ~ Eft 'Pl",t,t+g) 
j =l 

k 
~ EfJ'j[P Dj •• 

j=1 

is clear that W(7r,l,l+!:) in equation (Ll) would only incorporate the changes registered 

lithin each j. In a similar fashion than the case of t.he Iw component of inequality, it could 

e argued that the W(7r,I,I+X) tcrm in (13) is an indicator of the impact that redistributions 

f income within the subgroups, have on total poverty. We can therefore label it the "within

roup" component of a change in poverty, whcre W(7r.l,I + !i) could be t.hought of as the 

mount of the change in P" not associated with characteristic 7r. 

Regarding the "between-group" element, the link with poverty is not as straight 

)rward, because in the case of inequality, any change in II/ is in fact an indicator of the 

xlent to which a change in thc differences alllong the SlIbgrOllps, afTect I, while Gl7r.I.I+x) 

I (12), simply assesses the impact of a shirt in a particular J.l.j . on Ii ... , regardless of the 

hanges in the rest of the subgroups . Thus, it seems that the straight forward application of 

Ie Datt and Ravallion methodology in this case does not allow for the direct identification 

f all the inequality effects included in LO . We now tllrn to cxplore some ways in which 

uther information on the influence of I{I 011 poverty, can be obtained. 
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1.4 Accounting ror the Between-Group Effect 

Given the interpretation attached to the In component of incquality, it could be said 

tliat allY ,liifL ill I" tliat arrects I could be regallbJ <IS the cxtcnt tu wh ich a change in 

inequality is "explained" by characteristic 1r. In the context of the measurement of poverty, 

it seems obvious that any change in the differences among the mean incomes of the 

subgroups , would have implications for poverty given the relationship between I-'j and Pj •N ' 

Therefore, it could be argued that if it were possible to asses the contribution that a change 

in the differences among all the I-'/s had on total poverty, this would allow to determine the 

extent to which the partition ?r chosen to define the subgroups, can "explain " the change in 

PN • 

In this respect, it should be noted that using the G/?r,l,/+;;) tcrms for this purposes 

would impose two problems. First, as it is, the term does not provide information about the 

differences between the subgroups, and secondly, it is not compatible with the principle in 

(9), as it does not allow to obtain the overall growth erfect G(,r,l.r+;;) directly. Therefore, 

it seems necessary to introduce other elements into the analysis. 

This can be done first by looking at the G(?r'/'/+;;) (erlll in equation (12) which, as 

already mentioned, indicates the extent to which overall poverty would have changed between 

periods I and t+X, had total inequality (including the within and between group elements) 

remained constant while average income shifted. By including this concept, it could be said 

that if economic growth was in fact distributed in a neutral way among the population, 

average income in period t+X would be calcul ated as: 

(14) k 
fl't,.g) = LfljflP+l1fl',) 

j=i 

as 1-" results from a weighted sum of the subgroups Illcans. Therefore, the principle in (14) 

would imply that if economic growth was distributed neutrally, the P'j's of all the subgroups 

would change at the same rate, leaving (he differences between the subgroups unaffected. 

This situation would actually arise if the mean income in the subsequent period for every 

subgroup, was in fact given by : 

12 
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(J 5) 
for all j 

.vhere I"j,,,+&) represents the average income that would be observed in subgroup j in period 

'+11, had I'j grown at the samc rate than 1'". From this it follows that in order to calculate 

:he "neutral" effect when the population is divided into subgroups, we would need to 

;ompare the value of ~,'" with the poverty index for j estimated at the parameters of Lj ,,, but 

!valuated at the hypothetical l"j,(I+g) (which can be expressed as P'j,Jz'!":),(I+gpLj.J), rather 

.han at the actually observed I'j.r,+,r In this case, the term Pj,,(Z,I/j,(I+,pLj.J would be given 

ly: 

(16) 

lnd thus, we could define: 

(17) 

vhere it can be verified that the weighted sum of the ~(Jr,I,I+R) terms, equals the 

](7f,I,I+g) component in equation (9) (this is G(7f,I,I+X) = r:fJiHl7f,/,I+g) . Thus, cach of 

he Tll7f,f,I+g)'s provides information about the impact that distribulionary neutral growth 

vould have had over each subgroup j . In other words, it represents the extent to which each 

'~J would have changed, had income distribution within and between the subgroups defined 

'y 'If remained unaffected , while overall average incomc shifted as it actually did. 

Additionally, the principle in (16) is also useful for exploring the between-group 

HeelS involved, as it provides a bcnchmark for cOlllparing the growth rates among the 

ubgroups. Following this idea, we can now definc: 
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(8 k 
8(7<,1,1 +8) ~ Eft' ,iJj (7<,t,I+8) 

)=1 

k 
Eft )P G".(Z,I1,,(t>&L,) - P h" . ,(Z,11 hi,(t"I,Li,t)] 
j=t 

where each of the 1>"", terms indicates the poverty level that would have been observed in 

period I +g, had the average income of j changed as it actually did, while the distribution of 

income within the subgroup remained unaltered, Therefore, each Bl1r,I ,I+gj provides 

information about the extent to which the poverty level in each subgroup would have been 

modified, had its the mean income changed as it actually did, and not as /l', 

From this it follows that B(1r,l,I+ g) could be interpreted as the "between-group" 

component of a change in poverty, or as thc change in poverty associated with characteristic 

11', becausc it shows the l!xtent to which changes in the differences between the subgroup 

means, affect the value of p .. , It should be noted t.hat when the suhgroups for which the rise 

in average income is largest (smallest), correspond to those wilh greater (lowest) IJ./S, 

B(1I',t ,I+g) would quantify the effect of the expansion (or narrowing) of the gap belween the 

subgroup mean incomes, on poverty, 

By using (17) and (18), it can be verified lhal each G/Ir,l,I+g) in (12) can be 

rewritten as: 

(19) 

and by raking this definition and equation (13), it is easy to see that Cp in (12) could be 

computed by calculating: 

(20) 
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1.5 An Altcrmltive Approach 

If from equation (20), we define.: 

(21) 

hen, by using equations (6) and (7), we can suggest an alternative way of decomposing a 

:hange in poverty, as follows: 

(22) !:J.p. 
p 
',' 

k 
= L [C. + CH + C8 + Cw + CE 1 
j~l 

IIhich allows to identify the influence of population shifts (C:.) among subgroups, "pure" 

leutral growth (CII), "between-group" effects (CII). "within-group" redistributions (CIV)' and 

I residual (C,) (where Cp = C,,+C/I+CIV+Cr,l. on P". This equation therefore provides a 

nethod of decomposing changes in poverty by combining information on overall economic 

~rowth with that of changes in income distribution when the population is divided into 

;ubgroups. As compared to the method by Datt and Ravallion (1992), equation (22) allows 

o compute each of the 8/Tr,r.r+g) and D/7r,r.r+g) terms, which are not considered in their 

lecomposition. 

It should be noted that the C,. term will only be positive if the parameters of the 

.orenz curve within a subgroup actually change, and will not be modified by any other 

rariablc, while CII will only be equal to 0 when the inequalities among the subgroups between 

me period and another, remain unaltered, Additionally. it can be seen that if poverty changes 
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under a constant p.', the decomposition will allow to attribute the shift to Cwand/or Cn. 

Regarding the advantages of this method ;15 compared to other alternatives. it can be 

seen that as (22) ell<;ompa~ses the two stalldanJ appHMches (lkseribed in Section 1.1) that 

focus ellclusively on the principles either in equation (I) or (3), it is preferred". With respect 

to regression analysis, it could be argued that while the method in (22) simply uses the 

decomposability property of poverty indexes and avoids the problems involved in 

econometric estimations, it still provides information that is analogous to the R2 in regression 

analysis, as each of the C .. CII , Cw, and C. statistics indicate the proportion of poverty that 

can be associated or "explained" by population shifts, economic growth, specific 

characteristics of the population, and changes in the distribution within each j, respectively. 

But perhaps its main advantage, is that the method does not require of large time series on 

household incomes to be operational, while econometric estimations are usually constrained 

by data availability'''. 

Given the analogy between the CII , CIY. and CII componcnts of a change in p", and the 

R' in regression analysis. it seems necessary to establish some criteria to determine the 

significance of each of these terms in di fferent circumstances. Kakwani (1993) has suggested 

formulae to compute the standard errors of the P" family of indexes , which can be used to 

establish the statistical significance of differences in poverty at different points in time. By 

recaJling that each of the components of a change in poverty as defined by (22) is obtained 

by comparing the value of P" with a hypothetical poverty index (namely F"n" p'", and pOn' 

respectively) , an obvious choice would be to use Kakwani's method to determine if each of 

the CII , Cw, and Cn statistics is significantly different from the value of the original P". By 

this mcans, it could be argued that, given the choice of 71', ir the difference is (or is not) 

stat,istically significant, CII , Cw, and Cn will (or will not) "explain" a statistically significant 

o up tu now, the only a ltemati v~ thHt also (tllows 10 c.h::rive it "hetween-grollpH t.;(l1l1pOnent of a chang~ in 
poverty, is the methou suggestet.l hy Kakwltl1i (1993) . Hl)wt!ver. it seems IhAt dt';Co ll1po:.;:ing the. chnn~t!s in 
poverty thruugh equation (22) is 1110fe rigorous, htK'iHl!-it:l Kilkwani lIUt;S nol inCnrpOfftle information ahout tht! 
exact nature. of R shi ft in the Lorenz t;urvc. Besides, in onJer' III lI1ake the pro~et.lur t! operRtiunal. Knkwani's 
method aS~lIm~s that the within-group inelillti.lilies remain '111 l.;himgtlcl , rather IhHII ~luHnlifying their effect. 

'" In this respect. Ravallipn ami Dalt (1995b) suggest R modd tlmt "'Ill b. used to test the incidence of 
economic growth, populAtion shifts from on~ suhgrour to ;m lJ(h~r, anu rhe f'ecton,1 composition of growth. On 
tot.1 poverty. Although the mudel pruves IIseful ror identifying Some or main uetermi,,_nls of the chRnse .. in 
poverty through time. it can he applied to a very limiteu set or counlrie.< uue to data .vailahility, and _s the 
authors Argue, Inuia seems to he about th~ only dc:veloping country for which e1"tilllation it-; pO!'isible. 
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lroportion of the change in poverty . 

By following the procedure in Kakwani (1993), the statistic r defined as: 

p' -p 
(23) t = • • 

...,here ro is substituted for p\. and pI!" respectively in the case of CII and Cw, while 1"0 and 

'0 are substituted by F"l and P'" in the case of Cn), can be used to tcst the null hypothesis 

lat the CII , Cw, and Cn terms are statisti cally significant (M denotes the number of 

bservations in the sample). 

'lIe Choice of C/zamctetistic 

In practical terms, the degree to which the procedure suggested in (22) is useful will 

epend on the relevance of the characteristic chosen to classi fy the subgroups. as only 

leaningful partitions wil l be able to provide a link bctween specific policy variables or 

~ogenous shocks, and a change in pnvcrty through time. 

In principle, the problem of choosing '11' could be thought to consist on defining a 

road characteristic, and then specifying finer partitions in order to incorporate more 

~planatory variables into thc analysis, until the information available allows to do so. 

urthennore, most of the times, some of the characteristics that are available are highly 

)l'related among each other (e.g. the case of education and occupation or labour market 

atus), and thus, it will generally also be of interest to determine the joint "explanatory" 

Ipacity of a set of correlatcd variables. 

After a single characteristic or a group of them has been identified as a "cause" of 

change in poverty , the same decomposition in equation (22) can be applied to a specific 

Ibgroup in order to "explain" each of the Cw." terms further. This can be done by taking 

e population in subgroup j as an independent population and choosing a '11' (which has to 

! different to the one selected for classifying the subgroups in the first place), with which 

e change in Pj .n can also be decomposed into a between-group, within-group, neutral 

'owth, and popUlation shift component, respectively. 
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_I n, ; .. - In order ,to illustrate the usefulness uf the principle in equatiun (22), we will apply 

it to data from Mexico in the next sectiun. 

II. Application to Mexico 1950-1992 

In light of the renewed interest all the long run relationship between growth, 

inequality, and poverty, one straight forward application of the methodology suggested 

above, would be to lise the principle in equation (22) tu examine the effects of specific 

development patterns on the standard of living of the poor, 

In order to undertake this kind of analysis, we can follow most of the literature on 

the subject and focus on the well known "inverted U hypothesis" suggested by Kuznets 

(1955), who predicted that inequality wuuld grow during the first stages of development, but 

decline consistently after a turn-point. The advantage of focusing on the so called Kuznets 

process, is that besides constituting the most popular theory for explaining long run 

distributionary trends, it involves some mechanisms that can be easily captured by applying 

the principle in equation (22). For instance, the hypothesis predicts that during the phase of 

industrialization, the popUlation shifts from rural traditional activities towards urban modern 

ones - which can be related to the ~, term in (22) - will determine Ule changes in income 

distribution, as this will first cause an expansion of the gap between the rural and urban 

sectors of the economy (which would be captured by the CII term in the decomposition) that 

will tend to be inequality increasing. Secondly, after the turn-point, the theory predicts that 

the migrations will tend to reduce the remunerations received by the enlarging urban sector 

while rising those receivcd in the rural, which will tend to be inequality reducing due to the 

narrowing of the rural-urban gap (which will also be captured by CIl)' Additionally, the 

Kuz:nets process implicitly assumes that the inequalities within the subgroups (related to Cw) 

remain unaltered through development. 

Analyzing the changes in poverty under this framework is interesting, because up to 

the early 1980s, the evidence supporting the inverted U hypothesis produced by Adelman and 

Morris (1973) , Ahluwalia (1976), Ahluwalia, et.aJ. (1979), and Chenery and Syrquin (1975), 

had in fact lead to the belief that poverty would decline unambiguously as a natural outcome 
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of the development process in the long rlln , as if a country was sllbj~t to decreasing 

inequalities and positive growth, this would guarantee some "spill over" effects as well as 

a reduction in the rural -urban gap, both of which would n~essarily reduce poverty at some 

stage. However, recent empirical work has questioned the validity of such results, and has 

recognized that poverty has remained at high levels in a number of developing countries 

despite of long periods of growth". This has cven lead to serious doubts about t.he existence 

of the Kuznets process itself'2. 

It has also been argued r~ently that even if the invcrted U hypothesis was 

corroborated for a particular cOllntry, this would not necessarily guarantee a systematic 

improvement in the standard of living of the poor. Specifically, Anand and Kanbur (1985), 

Kakwani (1988), and Anand and Kanbur (1993a) have formalized the argument that although 

the between-group gap may be shrinking, the inequalities within the subgroups may rise, and 

that this may outweigh the effect of a closing urb;m-rural gap". 

One interesting aspect of the above con troversy , is that most of the evidence 

supporting the arguments in favor or against the inverted U hypothesis, has consisted of 

cross-section series of countries at different stages in the development process, but very few 

studies have actually followed poverty through time for a single country. The reason for this 

is that only few observations on poverty and inequality are usually available in developing 

countries, which makes it impossible to estimate a model economelrically. 

Thus, from the methodological stand point, our intention in this section is to show that 

the decomposition method we have suggested may constitute a useful tool, as it allows to 

identify the transmission mechanisms involved in a change in poverty, even when only two 

observations for the same COlllltry, arc available. From the empirical perspective, we intend 

to apply the method to data from Mexico to add evidence to the di scussion on the relation 

" Some examples are Ihe works hy Gottschatk, el.at. (1985), Fietds (1989), K.kwalJi (1988), Anand nnd 
Kanhur (199 t). de Javry and Sadoulel ( 1993) . AnAnd and Kanbllr (t 993h), Slllolensky ct.at. (1994). Chen. et.al. 
(1994), P"acharnpololl" et.al. (t 993), and Grilli ( 1994). 

"For instance. the works hy Bruno el..1. (1995) . Ravallion (1995), Chen eLa t. (1994), Clarke (1995). 
Fields (1989) and Liplon and Ravallion (t 995). M'pro,1 this argull1ent. 

I) It has he~n Rhown that under a range of ~recificati(Jns for measuring inequality, the hetw"en-group 
:::O tnponent of a number of intlext:s does follow an inverttXI U pattern, hut the wi thin-group element is an 
increasing function of nverHge income. This impl i~1.; thai poverty mAy still he rising in some suogroups even 
,fler the tllm-point. 
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between growth, inequality and poverty. As mentioned before, Mexico constitutes a 

particularly interesting case in light of the long run poverty trends because there is a 

relatively long senes of household surveys spanlll11g over 42 yellrs. Nevertheless, It should 

be stressed that the analysis coulu be undertaken even if a more limited data set was 

available. 

2.2 Aggregate Changes Between 1950 and 1992 

Despite the existence of ten household surveys representative at a national level, held 

in 1950"', 1956, 1958, 1963, 1968, 1975 , 1977, 1984, 1989 and 1992, a comparable series 

of poverty and inequality estimates for Mexico covering the whole period is not available at 

the moment". The main reason seems to be that there are considcrable comparability 

problems among the different sets of information. Annex I explains how we have solved 

these problems in order to generate the first set of comparable and consistent poverty 

st~tistics for these years , and offers a detailed description of the data and of the poverty lines 

We will use. 

One interesting feature of the case of Mexico, is that even though the country is 

usually classified as middle· income, there have been persistently high poverty levels that have 

been a major cause of concern'· . In order to determine the exact magnituue of the problem 

in a historical context, we have measured poverty by applying the P2 index and inequality 

1<1 The cJat.\ for 1950 was ()htain~t1 by r~(Jnslftictiol1 of the infunmflion in the 1950 population cen~us. 

" Up to dale, Ihe lisl of puhlished work deating wilh ,h. ",,,",uremenl of poverly and/or inequat ity hy using 
this data, seems 10 he limiled to NRvarrele (t960. 1970) , Weis,kofr (1970) and Feli~ (reporled in Alli",ir 
(1982», atl of which cover Ihe 1950· t963 period, Bergsman (t980) and Gntl., (t983) who uso Ihe dala for 
t963·t977, Van Ginneken (t980) , who wvers Ihe 1963- 1975 period, AlIiln;r (t982), who refers 10 Ihe surveys 
belween t950 and t977 , Aspe and Berisl"in (1982), who f(","S only on t977. Hernandez Laos (t989) and 
Garefa Rocha (1990). who use Ihe surveys hetd hetween 1963 and 1984, Levy (1991) and Lustig (1992), who 
concentrated on t984, Psacharopoliloset.al. (1993) and Luslig .nd Milchell (t995), who foclis on the 1984· t 989 
period, and INEGJ ·CEPAL (1993). who compare Ihe t984 , 1989 and 1992 surveys. 

" For instance, a recenl study hy PSRcharopolous cLal. (1993) has ranked Me,ico in 9th and 8th ptace with 
respect to 16 Latin Americsm cuuntrie.., rcg;:trtling rnotlerale and extreme poverty, even though Mexico regisl~rR 
the second highest GDP percapita in the region . 
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by using the Gini coefficient, for the data since 195017
• Figure 1 shows the results. 

Additionally, we have divided the popUlation into four socioeconomic classes: 

extremdy pour, lI1uderately POOl', Illiddle class and m;h, accoldll1g to the classification 

criteria defined in Annex J, and we have calculated the proportion of the population included 

in each of them for each year. The results are shown in Figure 2". 

" 

., 
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There are at least four general features from our calculations that are worth noting . 

First, it can be observed that inequality docs follow an inverted U shape trend between 1950 

and 1984 with a turn-point around 1963. As our calculations from PR (1994) show that the 

proportion of the population located in rural areas declined from 57% in 1950, to 41 % in 

17 For these calculations w~ have us~d hom:ehC)kl Jata aggregl1ted by decilcs (which is the only available t()r 
Ihe t950- 1968 period) . In order to obtain tho vRllIe of each of the P, indexes, we have used the formulAe 
luggested by Dan and Ravallion (1992), which alluws tu mo.,"ure poverty hy simply knowing the parameters 
)f the Lorenz curve and {he average income of the popUlation . 

" Here we have also relied on Ihe formulae in Dall and Ravallion (1992) to eslimate the vallie of the H 
Index (the proportion of ponr) at the two poverty lines .1Ot! th~ richMdivitiing lint:. 
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1970 and to 29% in 1990, in principle this could be thought to be associated to the Kuznels 

process. However, by 1984 a second turn-point, which is nol in line with the theoretical 

predictions, is also observed " . 

Figure 2 
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Second, as shuwn in figure 2, it call be s~ id Ihat the re was a considerable expansion 

of the middle classes during the whole 1950- 1992 period, as this subgroup only included 

around 24% of the population by 1950, but accounted for more than 50% by 1992. Although 

at first sight this seems to be a considerable achievel11ent in terms of welfare, it should also 

be noted that through the course of 42 years of high growth, significant declines in both 

10 It should be stressed th.u the trend followed hy the Gini index is not depend,mt on the method we have 
used to make the dist rihutions comparahle among each other (see Appendix I). In fact. we performed Iwo tests 
to check fot' the robustnes.s of this restlll: one, hy u::; ing the uncurrcctell lIala for the whole 1950-1992 period. 
amI ~molher using fllternative "correction" metholls, ;IIlJ in all ca~es. the inverted U relationship. and the tum
point in 1963. are confirmeu (only in the ca," of Ihe dala u,eu hy van Ginneken (1980). the tum-point shihs 
to 1968). The only significant differem'.s .re. on Ihe On. h"nu. thai tho changcs in inequality from year to year 
appear to be smoothed by adjusting tho "ato .• nu un the olher thai when Ihe Gini index is computed for the 
uncorrected distrihutions,. decline, rot her Ihon" rise in inequality. is onserved during the 1950 •. 
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moderate and extreme poverty are only observed between 1956 and 1968, and between 1977 

and 1984'°. Moreover, a sharp rise in extreme poverty was registered between 1968 and 

1977 even though GDP percapita expanded by more than 27% during these years. It should 

also be said that according to our calculations, the absolute number of poor has actually 

augmented throughout the 42 year period , from 18.8 million in 1950, to 24.64 million by 

1992. Therefore, it scems that in general terms, the results are not in line with the 

predictions of the inverted U hypothesis , as we would have expected a consistent 

improvement in the standard of living of the poor for the whole sub-period after the turn

point. 

Thirdly, it can be seen in figure I thatl110derate poverty has declined significantly 

faster than extreme poverty between 1950 and 1992, which means thaI. the gains fmm 

development have had a direct relationship with the initial position or individuals: those who 

were relatively belter-off among the poor, were more able to improve their stllJ1dard of 

living. Fourthly , it seems that poverty started declining earlier in the development process 

than income inequality. 

In order to analyze these trends in more detail, and to identify the underlying 

mechanisms by which poverty has changed, we have applied the decomposition method in 

~lIalion (22) to the data by using the extreme poverty line and lIsing the rural-urban 

;Iassification crileria. However, it was only possible to decompose the changes in poverty 

;ince 1963 , as the information from the 1950-1958 surveys make it impossible to obtain the 

jistribution for the rllral and urban sectors separately~ '. 

~ To chock for the rohus(n~ss of the results. w\) also rerfol'lnet.l ~evc:ral tests when calculating PI Hnd H for 
meh year. We comput.ed th~ value of the indexCjs under fouT comhinations: (i) original distrihutions amI originAl 
Ivt~ragc income!), (ii) corrected distrihuliol1s ( for 1950 .. 1968) and original nvel'age incomes (presented in the 
igure), (iii) adjusted distrihulions (for 1950- 1968) wi lh adjusled inco",es, "nJ (iv) corrected distributions and 
.btaining average incomes hy Illultiplying the income ohserved in the pr~viotls year, hy the GDP perc",pita re~,1 

~rowth ra te from the Na.tional Accounts. It ~huuld h~ stressed that in ull four CR~e!.:, the general treml for hoth 

nmJerate and ex treme poverty W~S vl!ry simihlr (although not~::. slllooth in cases (iii) And (iv». and thAt Ih~ only 
:ignificant difference was found in t:.x r~ril11ent (i). in which pov~rly appt'-4Ir~d to he dt:.c1ining (although 
nsignilicanlly) belween 1950 and 1956. 

11 As lh~ c riteri~l adopted in 1963 and 1968 for cht.ssi(ying the subgroups intu \lroan and rural was the 
.ccupation of the househo ld he"d , we have divided th. population hy following this same principle for 1977, 
984, 1989 and 1992. Up to now, tht:.rt:. do not seem to luwe been any attempts eilh..-r 10 use or "correct" the 
ural and urban distributions for 1963 and 1968. In order 10 make the information for these two years, 
.ompatible with the overall corrected lIisfrihutions, we l11iVe applied a "correction" factor to the income share 
If each decile in the rural and urban sectors. Th~ co rrection factor was ohlained by comparing the original 
Ivernll diotrihution , with the adjusted dala obtAined hy Aliimir (1982). 
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Figure 3 
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Figure 3 shows the results from the decomposition, and presents the value of each of 

the "population shift", "neutral growth", "between-group" and "within-group" effects of the 

change in poverty, for each of the periodS for which information is available21
• It should 

be noted that a negative (positive) value implies that the component has had a poverty 

reducing (increasing) effect, and we shoUld stress that after applying the principle in equation 

(23), we found that all the terms presented in the figure (with the exception of the Cw term 

for the 1977-1984 period) are statistically significant. 

For discussing the results, we can divide the 1950-1992 period in three phases: (i) the 

1950-1970 in which the country followed an inward-oriented strategy: (ii) thc public 

expenditure-Jed growth period and the "oil boom" years of 1970-1984; and (iii) the cris is and 

stagnation period that accompanied the implementation of the stabilization and liberalization 

measures, comprising 1982 to 1992. 

" In all cases, the vallie of the ,esiuual is n"gligihle. 
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2.3 Povel1:y During 1950-1968 

The 19508 

With regards to the first decade under analysis , ligure I shows tliat lIloderate poverty 

started to decline while extreme poverty still remained at high levels during the 1950s23 . 

The information in figure 2 clarifies these changes, as it shows that most of the shifts were 

given by an expansion of the middle classes (presumably by the mobility of those closer to 

the moderate poverty line), but that more than 30% of the population still remained in 

extreme poverty throughout the decade. Table I throws further light on this by illustrating 

that even though average income was expanding considerably, the share received by the 

poorest 30% of lhe population reduced, while the share of tile following 65 % was enlarged. 

Table 1 

Share of Total Income 
Year 

Poorest 10% Deci les 2 and 3 Deciles 4 to 9.5 Richest S % 

1950 2.70 7.29 55.98 34.00 
1956 2.00 5.50 65.96 26 .00 
1958 2.09 6.09 63.38 28.39 
1963 1.50 5.78 62.37 30.31 
1968 1.90 6.18 61.76 30.09 
1977 1.20 5.70 69.49 23.60 
1984 1.72 7.32 69.60 21.36 
1989 1.58 6.55 64.50 27.37 
1992 1.55 6.43 66.02 26.00 

oUree: Own calculAtions from the Int:omo ~md ~x cm.lllUre :SUrve s I'ly ImPl , 1984. 1989. 1992. p y 

As explained by Maddison (1992), and Aspe and Beristain (1984), the 1950s were 

characterized on the one hand by high growth rates of t.he order of 6% each year, and on the 

OUler, by the initiation of an import substitution strategy that tended to promote 

industrialization . Following Bergsman (1980) and Garcfa Rocha (1990), perhaps the best 

explanation to the results is thai the main feature of the inward-oriented growth period was 

a decline in the relative price of capital relative to labour, which tended to reduce the demand 

for unskilled workers. As unskilled labour has traditionally been relatively abundant in 

:n Th~ only study in whi ~h iHl attempt h"~ hC'tm Imttlt:; to m~ISllr~ povt1rty during th~ 1950s, is van Ginn~ken 
(1980), who, as opposed to our cnlculatiolls, ..:onclutlcs thltl poverty dt:clil1~ L1uring this d~ade. The din~rence 
is that V:tn Ginneken has use:d the um:orrtctetl d i strihllti{)n~. 
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Mexico and its supply was increasing rapidly in urban areas as consequence of the rural

urban migrations, the process tended to shift the benefits towards those who were able to 

aC41llfe the necessary qualificatluns lu IIIl;urpunltt:! intu tli.: cAIMnding industrial scetols, 

which were presumably the middle classes and those who were better off among the poor. 

Decomposing the Changes Daring the 1960s 

As can be seen in figure I, the 19605 were years of both, accelerated growth and 

improvements in the distribution of income, which led 10 impurtant reductions in both 

moderate and extreme povertyl4. Figure 2 takes a closer louk at the shifts, and shows that 

the middle classes continued their expansion by the incorporation of formerly poor 

individuals, but more importantly, that there were signilicfln\. gains for the extremely poor, 

who represented around 30% of the population at the end of the 19505 but only included 

12.3% by 1968. [n fact, as shown in table I , the extremely poor expanded their income share 

from 1.5% to 1.9% during these years. 

The results in Figure 3 indicate lhal there are three identifiable "causes" for the 

. decline in extreme poverty between 1963 and 1968. First, in line with the Kuznets process, 

the rural -urban population shifts tended to be poverty reducing (given by the negative sign 

of the "population shift effect"). Secondly, the high rates of growth reflected in the large 

"neutral growth" component imply that the economy was expanding significantly. Thirdly, 

the fact that income distribution was improving within the sectors, tended to reduce poverty 

further . 

In contrast, the "between-group" element of the change in poverty registers a positive 

rather than the expected negative sign, which means lhal the expansion of the gap between 

the rural and urban sectors tended to be poverty-increasing, and in fact prevented further 

gains for the extremely poor. This constitutes an important finding because according to the 

theory, we would have expected a decline in poverty after the tllrn-point in the inequality

development relationship, precisely due to a narrowing of the rural -urban gap. However, it 

seems that in the case of Mexico, the mechanisms acted in the opposite direction . 

. Following Bergsman (1980), une explanation to the improvement in the standard of 

living of the poor was that a rise in rural employment - due to land redistribution and large 

" The Irends presented in figure 2 are in line Wilh Ihe ",",uit, reported by Ihe olher sludies Ihal estimated 
Ihe vatue of the H index for Ihese years. 
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Jublic investment in infrastructure - combined with a growth in urban employment by 4.8% 

!ach year - among other things because of the expansion in public investment in large scale 

.nfrastrul:llIre projects - , generated ,I flSe in the demamJ tur unskilled labour that tended to 

)enefit those at the bottom of the distribution. 

~.4 Decomposition of the 1968-1977 Change 

it is interesting to note in figure I, that even though inequality was declining and 

Iverage income continued to expand during the 1970s, there was a sharp rise in extreme 

)overty that is not in line with the predictions of the Kuznets process either. Additionally, 

he fact that moderate poverty, measured by P2 did not increase considerably between these 

wo years, means that the l1lain losses were registered among the poorest of the poor. 

~egarding the decOl1lposition of the change, it is rather surprising to observe in Figure 3 that 

he main causes of the deterioration in the standard of living of the extremely poor were the 

:xpansion of the rural -urban gap, and that inequality within both subgroups raised . These two 

:ffects outweighed the benefits from growth at the lower tail of the distribution and do not 

:orrespond to the predictions of the inverted U hypothesis:!.'. 

Perhaps the best explanation to these trends, is that the improvel1lent in income 

listribution was given by a rise in the income share of the l1liddle deciles (see table I), at the 

'x pense of the poorest and ril:hest households. Thus, while the middle class continued its 

,xpansion through the incorporation of formerly moderately poor individuals, the proportion 

,fextremely poor was still rising from 12.3% to 15%. 

This constitutes an important finding, as it allows to observe that even when inequality 

s declining and average income is eKpanciing, this does not necessarily imply that the poorest 

,f the poor will benefit from the development process . Furthermore, it seems that the 

nechanisms through which economic development affects poverly, may be totally different 

o those predicted by theory . 

It is interesting to note that this period coincides with a shift in developmenl strategy 

15 Apparently . these n:sults do not coincit.l t; with th"" estimation of the H inudx hy BergSInRn (1980), van 
Hnncken (1980), and Hernandez (t989), who used the Saille data hut higher poverly lines, "no conclude that 
lere was tt sharp decline in th", proportion of poor between the!'e two years. Figure 2 clarities the issutJ, as it 
hows that in lint: with thm:e result:c;, the pruportion of moderately pour (which are more c..:omparahle with the 
ther estimates) declinetl considerahly (from 32.4% In 18%) during Ihese years. 
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towards a government expenditure-led growth mudel, which tended to favur the middle 

classes thrbugh various mechanisms (e.g. subsidies to manufacturing activities, public 

e"penditun:s on higher edm;alion, rises In public sectOr employmcnt, and shifts in the terms 

of trade against the rural sector to subsidize urban consumption). As this strategy was 

combined with an acceleration in the rate of growth of the economically active rural 

population and with a decline in rural growth , employment, productivity and investment, the 

result was a severe deterioration in the position of those individuals who remained in rural 

occupations, as they were already the poorest by the beginning of the pcriod. 

2.5 Poverty, Inequality and Growth Between 1977 and 1984 

The 1970- 19R I period was characlerized by thc highest GDP pereapita growlh rates 

registered in the Mexican economy since 1950. To a large extent, this performance can be 

attributed to the "oi l bOOl11" which allowed for a dramatic expansion of public sector 

employment and expenditures (public spending raised fr0111 20% of GDP in 1970, to 46.7% 

in 1982) . Given this shift, Ule strategy became unsustainable after the collapse of 

international oil prices towards the end of 1981 , having the 19805 debt crisis as consequence. 

The main problem for examining the relation between puverty, growth and inequality 

during these years, is that the last point of observation before 1982 is 1977, which makes it 

difficult to asses the welfare effects of the years of highest growth. Nevertheless, it can be 

seen in figure I, that both moderate and extreme poverty declined during the period, 

presumably because GDP percapita was still lIluch higher in 1984 than in 197']'1\ and 

because there was an improvement in income distribution. Figure 2 helps to understand the 

nature of this shifts, as it shows that the proportion of poor at both definitions of l, declined 

(although only slightly) during the period. 

It is interesting to observe in figure 3, that the 1977-84 years are the only 

corresponding to the predictions frolll the Kuznels process. as poverty in fact declined due 

to a reduction in the rural -urban gap, while the within-group inequalities played an 

insignificlint role. 

,. It should he Mid that the trend in lig"'. 2 is in lin~ with the results ohtained hy Bergsman ( 1980) and 
Hernandez ( 1989) Who are the only ""tho" who estimate the vallie (,f th. H index lor Ihis years. 
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6 Decomposition fOl' the 1984-1992 Period 

The years of 1982 and 1983 constitute an important point in the long run development 

!nd because or two rea,llll" rirst, .IS call be ~eell ill ligure I, they dIe lire lirst years since 

e 1950s in which GDP percapita did not expand , and second ly, they coincide with a change 

development strategy towards market orientation. I n the historical context, the 1984-1992 

:riod as a whole marks a turn-point in the inequality-development and in the poverty

:velopment relationships, because the declin ing trends observed since tJle 1950s, were 

verted . 

In terms of ligure 3, it is interesting to note that the changes in poverty are not in line 

Ith those predicted by the inverted U hypothesis in this case either, as even though there 

1\ appear to be poverty-reducing population shifts, there was a signi tieant expansion of the 

p between rural and urban incomes as well as a deterioration in the distribution within the 

bgroups (this is only the ease for 1984-1989) which tended to be poverty-increasing even 

the context of positive growth . Additionally, it is surprising to tind, lhal the largest 

opulalion shift" effects were registered precisely during this sub-period, rather than at the 

ginnlng of the development process, as would have been expected . 

There are several explanations to the changes in poverty during these years. Szekely 

~95) and Panuco and Szekely (1996) have argued for instance, that the changes are closely 

ated to the implementation of the stabilization and liberalization policies introduced since 

83 , As our results show, it seems lhal such policics were accompanied by an enlargement 

percapita income, but also by a large deterioration in income distribution (see figure 3), 

lich outweighed the benetits from economic growth for the poorest sectors of the 

pulation. 
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Ill, Conclusions 

The central objective or this work, has been to search for ways of obtaining 

information that can be useU to understand the rcasons why poverty changes through limc. 

By using standard poverty measurement techniques, we have shown that when there is 

inrormation about a characteristic by which the population can be classified into subgroups, 

It is possible to decompose a change in poverty into the effect of economic growth, 

population shifts among the groups, income redistributions wit.hin groups, between group 

redistributions, and a residual. 

As compared to the other alternatives suggested in the literature, our method has the 

advantage of simplifying the task of finding the links between growth, inequality and poverty, 

and between a change in poverty , and external shocks or specific economic policies, because 

it permits to trace down their influence on each of the terms involveU in the decomposition. 

But perhaps its main feature is that it generates inrormation analogous to the R' in regression 

analysis, although by avoiding the econometric complications and large data requirements 

inherent to the construction and testing of economic models (the main alternative found in 

the literature to address the same question), which makcs it significantly more operational. 

We have applied the decomposition method to information rrom nine household 

surveys held in Mexico since 1950 in an attempt to identify the underlying transmission 

mechanisms through which the pattern or long run development, has affected poverty. In 

order to do so, this work has provided the first consistent estimates of poverty for Mexico 

for the whole 1950-1992 period. 

From our results, it is possible to assert that even though the inequality-development 

relationship does seem to follow the inverted lJ pattern suggested by the main development 

theories, extreme poverty has not declined consistently as a natural outcome of the 

development process, as expected. Moreover, the l11echanisms U1rough which poverty was 

supposed to change, were actually only observed during a relatively small sub-period (of 

1977-1984). 

One of our main findings is that conlrary to what the theory predicts, the main causes 

of the change in the standard or living of the extremely poor after the turn-point in the 

inequality-development relationship, were 011 the one hand, that the rural-urban gap (which 

is expected to reduce) contillueUto expand, generating significanLpoverty-increasing effects, 

and on the otller, that the distribution of income within the subgroups (implicitly assumed as 
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mstant) changed considerably in most of the years. 

In SUIll, the application of our methodology has led us to concl ude that even in the 

JIltext of positive econoillic growth and ucc.\ining inequal ities, it i5 sti ll possible to observe 

deterioration in the standard 01' living of the poorest members of a population. This 

Iggests that even in these situations it Illay be necessary to introduce policies that guarantee 

at the benefits from deve.lopment accrue to the lower tailor the distribution. 
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., J Annex I 

. ,. 
The Datu 

Perhaps the main problem found when dealing with the information from the Mexican 

surveys is that, as explained by (NEGI (1994), the only surveys among the ten available that 

are strictly comparable among each other, are those held by (INEGI)27, in 1984, 1989, and 

1992, as these are the only that were held under the same time period of each year, they use 

identical sampling techniques, and utilize identical instruments for obtaining the 

information". Regarding the rest of the observations, there are several differences that 

complicate any straight forward comparison '9 , but perhaps the two most important 

limitations are first, lhat. the surveys up to 1968 used a rather weak definition of non

monetary incomes, and second, that the degree of under-reporting differs from one survey 

to another. 

In an attempt to achieve at least a minimum degree of comparability between some 

of the surveys, several authors have "corrected" the information for some years by adjusting 

the incomes and expenditures reported, to make them compatible with the information in the 

National Accounts'o. By this means, both, the original distributions, and the aggregate 

income level for each year, have been modi fied. 

Although it should be said that any attempt to "adjust" the surveys contains a high 

27 Instituto Nacional de Estndf!'tica. Geogntfia e IntorlllHlica. 

" INEGI (1994) provides" more detailed eXplallalion of Ihe characleri.lic, of Ihe , "rveys. 

" As explained by Altimir (1982) , some uf Ihe main difference, among Ihe surveys held hetween 1950 and 
1968 include the use of unequal sampling lechl1iqu." Ihe ditTerences in Ihe repre.senlalivily of specific 

... subgroups, the various definitions of th~ unit UlHJ~r ohservation, tht! rang~ of r~fer~nr..:e periods for incomes Rnu 

expenditures, the nature of the ~I\I~stionnaire.s applied, lHH.I Ih~ proportion of UIlSlIcI..:essfu l interviews. 

, ' XI Among these attempts, two strategie."i l)l~ve heen followed . On the one:! hand, Navarrete (1960. 1970). 
Felix (reporled in Altimir (1982), Bergsman (1980), van Ginncken (1980), and Altimir (1982), ""ume, Ihal 
the tJegree of under-r~porling is rdatet.l to the income level of each household . In this case, the adjustment!' have 

focused on the incorporation of non-rnonehlry incomes for the 1950-1968 :-:iurveys. On the other hand. CepAJ -BM 
(reporled in Allil11ir (1982), Hernaode, Laos (1989), Luslig and Milchell (1995), and INEGI-Cepal (1993), 
have concentrated nn making the information for each incomCl ,'iource computihle wilh the National Account~, 
by assuming that the degree. of tlm.J~r-reporting is Illore associ:ttecl with the fiO\lrces of income, 



degree of arbitrarinessJI , we have decided to use the distributions corrected by Altimir 

(1982) for the 1950- 1968 period, and the original distributions for 1977, 1984, 1989 and 

1992". There arc two Illa in re"~on, rur doing :'0. Fir:,l, tli", grc" lc~t IIldhodologi<.:al 

differences arise precisely in the comparison of the five earliest surveys, but if each of them 

is "corrected" by using the same criteria, it is possible to obtain a consistent set. Secondly, 

as Altimir's method is the most satisfactory al110ng those that "correct" the inconsistencies 

in non-monetary incomes, its application guarantees a higher degree of comparability with 

the surveys between 1977 and 1992, which did capture non-monetary incomes in an adequate 

way. 

Regarding the incomes in the surveys, we have decided to use unco,rrected incomes 

in all cases, mainly because as the information for 1950- 1968 is only available at an 

aggregate level , it is not possible to apply any consistent adjustment to all the incomes in the 

surveys. 

Even though the above choices <10 include an element of arbitrariness, it should be 

stressed that the results presented in this work are not strictly dependant on our decision. In 

fact, we performed a number of experiments by using all the possible combinations of 

adjusting the distributions and aggregate incomes (we explain this further in the text), and 

our conclusions as well as the long run trends in inequality and poverty , remain unaltered. 

Thus, as in this work we are interested in Ihe direction of the lung run trends rather than on 

the exact value for the poverty and inequality indexes for each year, the exercise is valid. 

71!e Povelty Lille 

For the purposes of this study, we will use two different definitions of poverty line, 

both based on the information in Coplamar (1983) - which is about the only reliable source 

" Altimir (1982) and Berg""a" (1980) provide a detailed criticislI! to Ihe method that relates linder-reporting 
to Ihe level of income of each household. Regarding tht! altel'nRtive metln) tJ of focusing on the SOlirCtls of 
income. thert) are ulso A number of limitations. Perhaps the most impCIJ'lanl one!' MO: (i) only the incomes which 
are lower than th~ vHlue repurted in National Accnunts are Rl~i\l slc:.d . wllll~ tho!'e for which the ~moUnt j,o;; larger, 
8re assumeu to be more HCClI raie thnn the NsdionHI accuunl~. which is ch~arly incom;istenl : (ii) the incomes are 
"corrected" by multiplying each household's SUlirce by a l~orrt~ction factor, which implies that household 
incomes will only b~ adjusted when they have parti.llly timler-reported a SOUI'ce, but not when they have olltitt~<l 
it completely from the surVey, (iii) it is asslimeo Ihat all households, reg"nlless of their income levels. 
underreport each source to the Same extent. 

)l The survey for 1975 has heen discarded as it is Ihe least reli"hle among all thnse avaitahle (Bergsman 
(1980) ami INEGI (1994) disoll« this in """" deiail)_ 
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concerning the definition of consumption bundles for the poor - who provides the market cost 

of several items which may bc classified as "basic needs" . By using this information, we 

have lidined an I'xlr('l//(' /}()\ 'clly /illL' wh ich inclutle.s the necc~s:u y incume to hav!;! ,\Cl;e~S 10 

a minimal food bundle, equal to 92,986 monthly 1992 pesos (equivalent to 30$ US, and 

similar to the dollar-a-day poverty line used in most international comparisons), and a 

madaa/e! poverty fine, which besides food, includes the minimum necessary income to 

acquire housing, health, and education, equal to 167,949 pesos of 1992 per month per head 

(equivalent to 54.28$ US) . 

In order to translate the value of these poverty lines from 1992 {w.w'v to each year's 

prices, the average price index by item of consumption for the prior six months (which was 

the reference period for incomes) was used for the surveys held between 1968 and 1992. Due 

to the lack of 1110re detailed information, we have relied on the general consu111er's price 

index (CPl) in the case of the surveys held before 1968, but as these were years of very low 

inflation, the influence of this decision, can be said to be negligible. Regarding inco111es, we 

have inflated the value of the average incomes from each year to their 1992 value, by using 

the CPl for the six months prior to the survey. 

As it seems convenient for our analysis to separate the middle class from the rich, we 

have also set a rich-dividi"X /il7(, at 4.5 times the value of the poverty line, as this is the cut

off point at which households receive a larger proportion of lheir incomes from financial 

sources. We have done this under the argument that the importance of those income sources 

are a distinctive characteristic of rich households. 
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